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ABSTRACT 
In computer networks, the computers can be categorized into two 

categories, one is susceptible or healthy and another is infected. 

The susceptible computers can have the Anti Malicious Software 

(AMS) or can not have to protect themselves from the malicious 

objects. In addition they can have a costly action to self-harden 

themselves against the malicious objects for proactive defense. 

The utility cost of being susceptible or infected is the major 

concern of this paper. The paper considers the role of AMS and 

the self-hardening action to find out the lifetime utility of a 

computer. This lifetime utility is beneficial to take the decision, 

whether the self-hardening/AMS has to be implemented in the 

computer network or not as it is costly action to protect the 

computer network from malicious objects. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
K.6.5 [Security and Protection]: Invasive software---I.6.5 

[Model Development]: Modeling Methodologies 

General Terms 
Security, Theory, Design  

Keywords 
Malicious Objects, Anti Malicious Objects, System Hardening, 

Computer Utility, Prevalence 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Modeling of malicious objects is one of the most suitable ways to 

understand their propagation in the network. Many of the models 

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] are available in the literature in this direction. The 

available models are mostly concentrated only for understanding 

the propagation but very few models [6, 7] concentrated to find 

out the utility of a computer in the continuum of computers. 

Utility of a computer in the whole network is one of the important 

factor to decide whether the imposed security measures [8, 9] 

such as running an Anti Malicious Software (AMS) [3, 4, 5] or 

providing system hardening [10] are optimal to proactively defend 

[8] the computer in network or not. 

 

Figure 1: SI model 

Our work is giving a direction towards the utility factor of a 

computer in two cases. First, is in the presence of AMS and self-

hardening capability of computer and second, in the absence of 

AMS and self-hardening capability of computer. Optimality 

principle [11] is used to calculate the lifetime utility of a 

computer. Here, we assumed that the computer in a network 

remains live for a finite time but it will be in either of a state from 

susceptible/healthy or infected as shown if figure 1. In either of a 

case it has to pay some cost in the form of protecting itself or 

recovering from the infected state. The lifetime utility is to be 

found for an infinite time but it can be easily calculated for a finite 

time also by our modeled equations. Finally the paper deals to 

find the different proportions of the utility to predict their 

dynamics.  

The whole paper is divided into following sections- 

Section-II: Nomenclature and formulation of the model 

Section-III: Discussion of the results 

Section-IV: Conclusion and future direction 

2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Nomenclature  

1u = Utility of being infected 

2u = Utility of being susceptible or healthy 

1c = Utility cost for self-hardening 

2c = Utility cost of securing a healthy or susceptible computer 

3c = Utility cost of being healthy or susceptible 

β = Probability of infecting of a susceptible computer which is 
having no AMS and not to self-harden 

vβ = Probability of infecting of a susceptible computer which is 

having AMS and to self-harden 

δ = Probability of death (resources can not be recovered) of an 
infected computer in a time of span 

x = A variable belongs to set R+ 

y = A variable belongs to set R+ 
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),( yxFt = A function gives the proportion of computers in 

period t with AMS and self-hardening 

f = density function of ),( yxFt  

tP = Probability of contacting an infected computer who is 

infected in any period t 

)( tv PV = Value of a susceptible computer with AMS and having 

probability tP  of contacting an infected computer in any period t 

)( tn PV = Value of a susceptible computer without AMS and 

having probability tP  of contacting an infected computer in any 

period t 

)( tv PQ = Lifetime value of a susceptible computer with AMS 

and having probability tP  of contacting an infected computer in 

any period t 

)( tn PQ = Lifetime value of a susceptible computer without AMS 

and having probability tP  of contacting an infected computer in 

any period t 

 

2.2 Model Formulation  
Consider a population consisting of a continuum of computers, 

each of whom can be either susceptible or otherwise infected with 

an infectious malicious object. Assume that, once infection 

occurs, computers do not remain infected for the remainder of 

their lives. They can be again converted in to the susceptible 

computers due to the anti-malicious software. The utility of being 

infected is 1u , and the utility of being susceptible and healthy 

is 2u , where, 012 ≥> uu . Let the utility at death of the 

computer (resources can not be recovered) be 0. Time is discrete, 

and, in any period, a susceptible computer has the option of taking 

a costly action to self-hardening against the risk of infection. 

Assume that the self- hardening action is perfectly effective at 

blocking transmission of the infection. The utility cost of self- 

hardening is 01 >c , so that if a susceptible computer chooses to 

self-update in some period, then the computer’s net utility in that 

period is 12 cu − . 

Suppose that anti-malicious software for the infection exists and 

that every susceptible computer can also choose to be secured in 

any period at a utility cost of 02 >c . Assume that, in any period, 

the decision to be secured precedes the decision of whether or not 

to adopt the self-hardening action. Implementing anti-malicious 

software reduces a susceptible computer’s chances of acquiring 

the infection from contacts with infected computers. While 

susceptible computers having no anti-malicious software that 

chooses not to self-update becomes infected with probability 

]1,0(∈β after one contact with an infected computer, the 

corresponding probability for a susceptible computer after 

implementing anti-malicious software is ),0[ ββ ∈v . Thus, the 

anti-malicious software decreases the transmission probability of 

the infection, and the efficacy of the anti-malicious software can 

be measured by ]1,0(/)( ∈− βββ v . If 0>vβ  then the 

anti-malicious software does not confer sterilizing immunity. 

Assuming that, the anti-malicious software offers lifelong 

immunity. Given any +∈ Rx and +∈ Ry , let 

),( yxFt denote the proportion of computers in period t with 

anti-malicious software implementation cost xc ≤2  and self-

hardening cost yc ≤1 . Hereafter, a computer with anti-malicious 

software cost 2c and self-hardening cost 1c will be referred to as 

a ),( 12 cctype− computer. For simplicity, it is assumed that a 

computer’s expected life span is independent of infection status. 

Let a computer died (resources can not be recovered) at the end of 

the period with probability )1,0(∈δ , which is also the 

mortality rate given a continuum of computers.  Note that the 

expected lifetime utility of an infected computer is 

therefore δ/1u . Assumed that, the population size is constant 

over time and ),(),( yxFyxFt = for all t, x, and y. Assume 

that the joint distribution function F is continuous, and denote its 

density function by f.  

All computers can communicate to each other, without 

considering their status, infected or not, in every period. A 

susceptible computer can come in the contact of the infected 

computer, which is characterized by proportional mixing, so that 

the probability of contacting an infected computer who is infected 

in any period t is given by the proportion of computers who are 

infected in that period Pt . Taking current and the future 

prevalence of the infection as given, the decision problem of a 

susceptible computer in each period is to maximize expected 

lifetime utility by choosing whether or not to take the self-

hardening action and, if anti-malicious software has not 

implemented at the computer, whether to do so or not. Given the 

stated assumptions of the model, consider the following two cases 

for the optimization problem of a susceptible computer. 

 

Case 1: Susceptible computer with anti-malicious software. 

Using dynamic programming [12], the optimization problem of a 

susceptible computer with anti-malicious software in period t is 

given by the optimality equation 

}


 −+−+−+−= ++ )]()1()[1(),()1(max)( 1

1
2112 tvtvtvtvtv PVP

u
PuPVcuPV β
δ

βδδ
    (1) 

Where, )( tv PV is the value of the computer in period t. The first 

expression in the maximand is the value of self-hardening in 

period t, and the second expression gives the value of risky 

behavior in that period. 

 

Case 2: A susceptible computer with no anti-malicious 

software. 
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Letting )( tn PV denote the value of a computer without anti-

malicious software in period t, )( tn PV solves the optimality 

equation 

}


 −+−+−+−−= ++ )]()1()[1(),()1(,)(max)( 1

1
21122 tntttntvtn PVP

u
PuPVcucPVPV β
δ

βδδ
.  (2) 

The first expression in the maximand, 2)( cPV tv − , gives the 

value of being a computer with anti-malicious software in period t 

at cost 2c . The second expression is the value of self-hardening 
in period t without getting anti-malicious software, while the last 

expression is the computer’s value with no self-hardening or 

vaccination in period t. 

Letting 

,/)()( 1 δuPVPQ vv −≡ ,/)()( 1 δuPVPQ nn −≡  and 

,12 uuw −≡ equations (1) and (2), respectively, can be 

rewritten as 

)}()1)(1(),()1(max{)( 111 ++ −−+−+−= tvtvtvtv PQPwPQcwPQ βδδ    (3) 

and 

)}()1)(1(),()1(,)(max{)( 1112 ++ −−+−+−−= tnttntvtn PQPwPQcwcPQPQ βδδ    (4) 

Using the solutions to the optimization problems in (3) and (4), 

the notations employed in the derivations are introduced below. 

� ),( 12, ccA tv : The proportion of type- ),( 12 cc  susceptible 

computers without AMS in period t who choose to self-

hardening in that period. 

� ),( 12, ccA tn : The proportion of type- ),( 12 cc  susceptible 

computers without AMS in period t who choose to not self- 

harden in that period. 

� ),( 12, ccB tv : The proportion of type- ),( 12 cc  susceptible 

computers without AMS in period t who choose to be with 

AMS but not self-harden in that period. 

� ),( 12, ccB tn : The proportion of type- ),( 12 cc  susceptible 

computers without AMS in period t who choose not to self-

harden and not to be with AMS in that period. 

� ),( 12 ccCt : The proportion of type- ),( 12 cc  susceptible 

computers with AMS in period t who choose not to self-

harden in that period. 

� ),( 12 ccSt : The proportion of type- ),( 12 cc  computers 

who are without AMS and susceptible in period t. 

� ),( 12 ccI t : The proportion of type- ),( 12 cc  computers 

who are infected in period t. 

� ),( 12 ccVt : The proportion of type- ),( 12 cc  computers 

who are with AMS and susceptible in period t. 

Note that  

1),(),(),(),( 12,12,12,12, =+++ ccBccBccAccA tntvtntv
 

and 1),(),(),( 121212 =++ ccVccIccS ttt  

for all vct, and sc . 

With the stated model assumptions, the proportion of type-

),( sv cc  susceptible computers without AMS in period t who 

survive to period t +1 as infected computers 

are )],(),([)1( 12,12, ccBccBP tntvvt ββδ +− . Analogously, 

1−δ is the proportion of type- ),( 12 cc  susceptible computers 

with AMS in period t who remain alive in period t + 1, and, of 

those, the fraction ),( 12 ccCP tvtβ  is infected. Therefore, the 

infection prevalence among type- ),( sv cc  computers evolves 

over time according to the following system of equations: 

,),()]1)(,(),()[1(),( 1212,12,121 δβδ +−+−=+ ccSPccBccAccS tttntnt
  (5) 

],)],(),()),(

),()(,([),()[1(),(

121212,

12,1212121

ttvttn

tvvttt

PccCccVccB

ccBccSccIccI

ββ

βδ

++

+−=+     (6) 

))].1)(,(),((

),()),(1)(,()[1(),(

12,12,

121212121

tvtvtv

tttvtt

PccBcc

ccSPccCccVccV

βσ

βδ

−+×

+−−=+      (7) 

In the steady state for all t the above equations can be re-written 

as follows- 

,),()]1)(,(),()[1(),( 12121212 δβδ +−+−= ccSPccBccAccS nn
  (8) 

],)],(),()),(

),()(,(([),()[1(),(

121212

12121212

PccCccVccB

ccBccSccIccI

vn

vv

ββ

βδ

++

+−=
      (9) 

))].1)(,(),((

),()),(1)(,()[1(),(

1212

12121212

PccBccA

ccSPccCccVccV

vvv

v

β

βδ

−+×

+−−=     (10) 

Hence the lifetime utility for above mentioned both the cases can 

be given by following equations- 

)}()1)(1(),()1(max{)( 1 PQPwPQcwPQ vvvv βδδ −−+−+−=   (11) 

)}()1)(1(),()1(,)(max{)( 12 PQPwPQcwcPQPQ nnvn βδδ −−+−+−−=   (12) 

Here P is an aggregation of the density function ),( 12 ccf .  

Note that, since δ/)()( 1cwPQn −≥  for allP , 

21 /)()( ccwPQn −−> δ for all P. Therefore, in a steady state, 

no susceptible computer would choose to adopt the self-hardening 

action after being with AMS, i.e. 0),( 12 =ccAv  for all 2c  

and 1c . 

Consequently, Eq. (12) reduces to 









−+

−
−

−+
=

P

wcw
c

P

w
PQ

v

n βδδδβδδ )1(
,,

)1(
max)( 1

2

    (13) 

Given P, define the functions )(Pnγ and )(Pvγ , respectively, 

as follows: 
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P

wPw

P

wPw

v

v

n

βδδδ
γ

βδδδ
γ

)1(

)(

)1(

)(

−+
=

−

−+
=

−
                     (14) 

It is easy to see that both )(Pnγ γ and  )(Pvγ  are increasing 

in P . The benefit to a susceptible computer of having AMS 
without self-hardening given steady state prevalenceP is 

P

w

P

w
PB

v βδδβδδ )1()1(
)(

−+
−

−+
=   

Using Eqs. (11) and (13), the optimal behavior for type- sv cc ,  

susceptible computers in a steady state given prevalence P can be 

characterized as follows, assuming that, in the case of 

indifference, computers choose the action that carries the lowest 

risk of infection: 



 ≤+>

=



 >>

=



 +≤≤

=



 >

=

otherwise

PBcandcPcif
ccB

otherwise

PBcandPcif
ccB

otherwise

cPcandPcif
ccA

otherwise

Pcif
ccC

vv

v

n

n

vn

n

v

;0

)(...)(...;1
),(

,;0

)(...)(...;1
),(

,;0

)(...)(...;1
),(

,;0

)(...;1
),(

21

12

21

12

211

12

1

12

δγ

γ

δγγ

γ

                   (15) 

2.3 Discussion of the Results 
By the observation of the derived equations it is clearly visible 

that a no-infection steady state equilibrium exists for P = 0.  

 

Figure 2: The optimal behavior of susceptible computers without 

AMS and their costs of being with AMS and self-hardening by 

steady state prevalence P 

This steady state equilibrium is given by functions 

,,.,,,, VISCBBA nvn  and aggregate prevalence P. Figure 2 

shows the steady state prevalence P for optimal behavior of 

susceptible computers without AMS and their costs of being with 

AMS and self-hardening.  

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

DIRECTION TO THE WORK 
An approach towards the use of utility cost of a computer being 

susceptible or infected is discussed in the paper. The write-up 

considers the role of AMS and the self-hardening action to find 

out the lifetime utility of a computer as these two are the major 

components to achieve the proactive defense. This lifetime utility 

is beneficial to take the decision, whether the self-hardening has 

to be implemented in the computer network or not as it is costly 

action to protect the computer network from malicious objects. 

All the proportions of the total benefit B(P) has been derived in 

terms of the self-hardening cost and security cost of susceptible 

computers. 

Initially, we assumed in the whole network all the computers are 

without AMS and no self-hardening. They are choosing these 

actions latter. So, an equilibrium is discussed among the possible 

combinations of susceptible computers who optimally choose to 

be either with an AMS or self-hardening or both for proactive 

defense, which is the final target of the paper. Future work at 

present is in the direction of giving its realistic implementation in 

the network.  
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